TRANSFER CONDITIONS
DAWSON VALLEY WATER SUPPLY SCHEME

These local transfer conditions are to be read in conjunction with the conditions as set out on the Temporary
Transfer Application Form.
Loss Adjustments
Under normal conditions there are no loss adjustments for the scheme. SunWater will advise applicants if a
loss adjustment will be required.
Trading Caps
There are no Trading Caps in the scheme.
Transfer Adjustment Fee
A Transfer Adjustment Fee, equal to the value of SunWater’s applied irrigation price subsidy, will be payable
where water is transferred from a regulated irrigation pricing use to a non-irrigation use. It is the responsibility
of the parties to any such transfer to SunWater to ascertain this fee in advance of settlement.
A Transfer Adjustment Fee, equal to the value of any other SunWater subsidy or discount to full commercial
pricing, will also be payable where water is transferred from any other subsidised use to a non-subsidised
use. Again, it is the responsibility of the parties to any such transfer to contact SunWater to ascertain this
fee in advance of settlement.
Other
Additional restrictions on temporary transfers may be applied, for example, in extremely dry conditions or
when there is a marked transfer of water to high loss areas, at SunWater’s discretion.
Temporary transfers between Dawson River, Glebe Weir to the US limit of the ponded area of Neville Hewitt
(Upper Dawson) and Neville Hewitt Weir to the end of the regulated system (Lower Dawson) and vice versa,
will be approved via application only.
Temporary Transfers between Theodore and Gibber Gunyah may not be achievable if the level in Theodore
Weir is low.
Permitted net amount of seasonal water assignment between sub-schemes:
Upper Dawson sub-scheme to Lower Dawson
sub-scheme
200
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